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Abstract
In this article implemented a method of organizing a distributed network to launch and support the work
of applications. In the process of building the network model, different algorithms were used, at the same
time encryption algorithms are used (Elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman and Advanced Encryption Standard),
Secure Hash Algorithm 1 algorithms for hashing, onion routing algorithm and other. Transmission
Control Protocol transport protocol is used to send data between nodes of the network. Methods and
application for creating and launching other applications have been implemented in the Java language.
Linux containers and Docker are used to isolate different applications running on the network. In this
way, different applications written using different programming languages can run without affecting
other running applications and client’s operation system. Application’s data is stored on the network
distributed with and without encryption.
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1. Introduction

In today’s world it is impossible to imagine the operation of data transmission devices for var-
ious purposes without a network connection. It is even more difficult to imagine performing a
large number of tasks without using the usual services, such as e-mail, cloud storage, various
messengers, web applications, etc. In addition, the development of data transmission systems
has reached a level where almost any object can be connected to the network. This constantly
increases the amount of traffic and data that needs to be stored or processed. Therefore, with
the development of information technology and data transmission methods, the issues of fur-
ther development of networks and support of secure data transmission systems are becoming
more and more urgent and acute [1].

One of the problems of the modern Internet is the rapid development of the Internet of
Things. According to the latest forecasts for the next few years, the number of devices con-
nected to the Internet will increase several times. With the new version of the internet protocol
(IP) IPv6, the number of addresses compared to IPv4, increased at times, but in the near future,
this volume of addresses may be exhausted, according to the rate of growth of the Internet
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of things. The reasons for the acceleration of filling IPv6 also include legislation of individual
countries or alliances, the development of astronautics and the colonization of other planets
[2].

Currently, almost all applications run in the form of client-server services. These services
allow you to exchange messages, transfer files, receive news and publish them. Services can
interact with both users and other services. But now the services are poorly protected and,
after attacks by attackers, may lose confidential information left by users. In addition to public
information, attackers steal bank card data, private files, etc., so the protection of this data is
a priority for companies. In addition, it is constantly necessary to address the availability and
speed of information transfer [3].

Thus, it is relevant to solve the problems of increasing the speed of information processing,
supporting the security of transmission, storing and processing data, as well as executing server
applications as close as possible to the client in order to reduce the delays between executing
requests and receiving responses (critical for the operation of some categories of IoT devices).

2. Objectives and solutions

2.1. Objectives

The purpose of this work is to research and implement software that can support communi-
cation of network devices and applications, by developing protocol of distributed system to
improve work on services and their communication with devices. The object of this research
is the process of software implementation that support distributed communication between
devices and applications. The subject of research are the models, methods and software tools
for organizing the interaction of devices and applications in a distributed environment.

Currently, familiar virtual or dedicated machines (VPS and VDS) are used as a server infras-
tructure for applications, but recently containers are gaining more and more popularity due to
the ease of scaling, security and speed of work [4, 5]. At the same time, the Internet is actively
developing decentralized and distributed system on which it is also possible to create appli-
cations. These applications use a distributed database (usually blockchain), which guarantees
the security of data storage, and allow interaction with applications with different devices and
programs that are capable of performing certain calculations to participate in the system it-
self. The problem is that traditional technologies are not secure enough, and new distributed
systems do not provide the same capabilities for creating and interacting with programs that
traditional ones provide. For example, the Ethereum network provides the ability to develop
applications that are able to receive data from outside and trigger events that other programs
can process, but these programs are extremely limited in functionality and are not able to in-
teract with other devices on the Ethereum network or with devices from Internet and are not
capable of performing any resource-intensive tasks [6, 7].

The research is aimed at finding a solution that combines two approaches to developing and
launching applications, providing a high level of security in the form of a distributed network
and providing many opportunities for developers as traditional servers provides.

As the platform of distributed network many different independent devices (personal com-
puters, mobile phones, servers, etc.), which contain launched specific software, is used. On
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launching the application and while it works, devices connecting to each other and always
ready to participate in processing or transferring a data. Device can support multiple roles: be
a binder (intermediate) node, store data, launch applications or be a client who requests some
calculations. Special algorithms are used to define a role for each node.

Before launching client’s application, network should detect involved, active devices, find
needed for processing requests nodes, connect involved nodes into one network and, after
that, should launch needed applications. At the same time, while working, devices additionally
divided to next types: computer node (executes needed application, in network can be one or
more nodes of this type); client node (node, which requests calculations or that can receive
calculated data); router (intermediate device that connect other nodes and control process of
calculation).

For different types of nodes authors recommends to use different types of packets. In this
case, router (intermediate device) should support safety of data transmission without having
access to them in the same time. Based on the fact, that the network is distributed, we consider
in advance any node in the network to be compromised and unsafe. Therefore, considering
this fact, for solving safety problem when transferring data in distributed network in work
proposed to use special algorithms for transferring and encrypting data.

2.2. Solutions for building a system

Consider several popular programming languages and applications that are suitable for real-
ization of this task.

Java - a cross-platform programming language used for desktop and mobile devices sup-
ports a set of existing libraries for cryptography and network. Python is also a cross-platform,
interpreted language, but slower. C++ is a low-level language, productive and with a large
number of ready-made libraries, but more difficult to write program code [8]. After the anal-
ysis, the Java programming language was selected as cross-platform, object-oriented, popular,
simple and fast enough [9, 10]. It allows you to run an application on many operating systems
(Windows, Linux, macOS, etc.).

In the analysis of existing methods and encryption algorithms are considered the most pop-
ular AES, RSA, 3DES, and ECDH. A high level of security is provided by the asynchronous RSA
or ECDH algorithm. At the same time, ECDH has high security with a shorter key length, and
the RSA algorithm works faster. Since both algorithms do not allow encrypting large amounts
of data, to solve the problem, we use a common encryption key and the synchronous AES
algorithm as the safest and fastest [11, 12].

When choosing an isolated environment, virtualization methods using virtual machines and
Linux containers are considered [2]. Virtualization consumes a lot of resources, which is why
the number of concurrent virtual areas is very limited. Containers give access to all the re-
sources of a node, are faster, and support the simultaneous operation of dozens of isolated
areas [13]. When conducting research, Docker was chosen as an isolated environment, using
Linux containers, as the most productive and not limiting the work of programs [13].

TCP is used as a data transfer protocol. For testing the system, a virtual machine created
in VirtualBox with Ubuntu installed was selected. As a platform for transferring data overlay
network is used. In this case, data transmission functions are assigned to the lower levels, thus
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abstracted from the network, operating systems and technologies. The same data is sent over
the same algorithm regardless of the kind of network technology used by the client.

The next functionality that should be implemented in the network is the self-organization
of nodes. As nodes are independent of each other, network should automatically detect role of
each node. For this purpose we use indicators of a node: free disk space (taking into account the
limitations of each individual client of the network), installed software, number of processors
and core, RAM size.

If storage is not full, by more than a certain percentage, node can receive files for storage,
what he notify the nearest devices about. Otherwise, node work as distributor - he can send
files on request, if they exists in local storage, but can’t receive new files. In case if node
should receive new file, but storage is full, node makes a decision to clear storage and delete
unnecessary information. To do that, node asks the network for deleting a file. Only after
receiving confirmation from some number of devices that file can be deleted, node deletes this
file [14].

As different operating system and end nodes can launch different set of programs, a node
store information about software that he can launch. Program, which should be executed,
wherein store minimal set of needed and observed parameters. While launching a program,
node make verification and, in case if his parameters are satisfy minimal requirements, a pro-
gram starts. Otherwise, the request is redirected to the network until a node is found that can
launch the application.

On a device at the same time can work many client’s applications with different roles. Each
application has a unique address within the network. With the constant growth of the number
of devices connected to the global network, the use of existing routing methods, taking into
account the peculiarities of the network being implemented, is impossible. Although IPv6
can satisfy a large number of users on the Internet, in the future, the process of combining
and simultaneously using different networks (Ethernet and Bluetooth) may require an internal
routing system. In this case, it is proposed to use the public key of the encryption algorithm as
the node address in the implemented network. This approach allows both to securely encrypt
data, since the encryption keys are not sent in the usual form, and to provide multiple addresses
for one physical device. In addition, using this approach guarantees anonymity, since it is
impossible to determine the user’s location address, or any other information about the user.

Therefore, to generate a shared key, while device working in the network and encrypt a data,
we use a pair keys (public and private) and public key of another client. Since the public key
is an address of a device, and pair keys are stored only on one device and never passed on to
anyone, this approach is most secure. After generating a shared key, the application encrypts
the data sent with it. Second client, after generating a key using his own pair keys and address
of the device who sent a data, will receive the same key [15].

In this case, if the sender and the recipient of the data are specified correctly, that is, the data
is not sent from a foreign node, which is masked as the sender, the recipient can decrypt the
data without any problems. This also applies to protect data from substitution or alteration,
since in case of data change you also need to have access to the sender’s key pair to generate
the correct shared key and to encrypt the message itself. Moreover, if the data is distorted, the
recipient will not be able to decrypt it, or will decrypt it with interference. Thus, the process
of encryption and decryption makes the system itself sufficiently protected from interception
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Figure 1: Comparison of RSA and ECDH algorithms

and data substitution.
For key pair and shared key generation cryptographic algorithm ECDH is used [16]. As you

can see in figure 1, if compare to other algorithms, for example with RSA, the ECDH algorithm
has a higher level of security with the same key size.

Although the ECDH algorithm is safe, it nevertheless does not allow encrypting large amounts
of data since the maximum size of input data is limited by the key length. In addition, the cre-
ation of an encrypted message takes a long time, compared to other algorithms. To solve this
problem, AES encryption algorithm and a shared key for the two devices are usually used. Al-
gorithm AES can be considered cryptographically secure, and shared key generation without
sharing parts of the keys through network makes it much secure and faster, depriving it of its
main drawback - transmission of the key over the network [17, 18].

3. Stages of System Implementation

The nodes themselves can act as routers for devices that are unable to generate keys and en-
crypt data quickly enough. For example, microcontrollers cannot do all needed calculations
fast enough, so as not to slow down its own functions.

3.1. Process of generation key pair for devices

To solve this issue node, to which a similar device is connected to directly, generates new keys
that are associated with this device. Thus, devices get their own keys and become indistin-
guishable for other clients. Algorithm of generating these keys illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Process of generation key pair for
devices

Using these algorithms and methods allows us-
ing of the implemented network with almost any
end device, regardless of its own performance
[19]. The used methods make it possible to safely
transfer data in a given network, while the com-
putation of data, at almost any end node of the
system, minimizes the delay in data transmission
between the client and the node that processes the
data itself, since such a node can be a neighboring
device located in close proximity to the client.

In addition, these methods and algorithms
guarantee the anonymity of clients and adapted
to work in the notoriously compromised environ-
ment.

3.2. Description
of client software modeling process

During the research and before implementation,
the client software was modeled and a diagram of
the required classes was obtained, which is shown
in figure 3.

For proper operation of the client running on it
and perform all functions of the system applica-
tion needs to support needed interfaces regarding
to operating system and end device, that runs the
application.

Since the system provides information transfer
network, it is necessary to describe the format of
information.

3.3. The
process of launching applications

The main tasks of the application are the ex-
change commands and their processing. The com-
mand is transmitted using the JSON data format,
which is cross-platform and allows the same iden-
tification of data regardless of the platform and
programming language.

The command consists of four parts: the length
of the header, header, data and an additional field.
The header length field stores information about
the command transmission path, the size of the
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Figure 3: System class diagram

data field and the additional field in bytes, as well
as information necessary for the correct processing of the request and is used for the correct
delivery of the header itself. The data field stores the payload as a command if it is transmitted.
Only the header and data are sent in JSON format, in plain text. The additional field stores data
that cannot be expressed as text (such as binaries). Having received and correctly read all four
parts of the command, the application can process it correctly.

If the command is for the current device, the text from JSON is converted to an object of the
desired type. Further, depending on the object, either a specific class method is called, or the
data is passed on [20, 21].

To launch additional client’s applications, a special system command is used. It specifies
application and status IDs, as well as initial data. Upon receiving the command, the node reads
from the system the application description file, which contains the fields: tag image of the
container; command to run the application; link to the first part of the application file and the
hash sum of the file (optional); a list of auxiliary files and links to the initial bytes of these
files and the hash sum of the file (optional). Upon receiving the file, the node checks whether
the image has already been downloaded. If the image is loaded earlier – goes to the next step,
otherwise - reads the image and in case of error interrupts the work and reports the error to
the client. The following is the method of checking and loading the image:

public boolean isImageStoredLocally(String tag) {
Process process = null;
System.out.println("Checking tag: " + tag);
try {
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process = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("docker images -q
" + tag);

} catch (IOException e) {
return false;

}
BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(process.getInputStream()));
try {

String imageId = bufferedReader.readLine();
if (imageId == null) {

return false;
}
return true;

} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return false;
}

}

public boolean pullImage(String tag) {
String command = " docker pull " + tag + " > /dev/null
2>&1 && echo \"success\" || echo \"failed\"";
Process process = null;
System.out.println("Checking tag: " + tag);
try {

process = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("docker images -q
" + tag);

} catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println("Can’t execute command: " + command);
return false;

}
BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(process.getInputStream()));
try {

String response = bufferedReader.readLine();
return response.equals("success");

} catch (IOException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return false;

}

After downloading the image, the node generates a unique identifier – the startup ID. This
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ID is used to interact with the application. In order to send application data, you need to know
both the address of the node on which the application is running and the startup ID, because
multiple copies of the application can run on different nodes for different users.

To establish a connection between an application running in isolation and an application
that manages a network client, the node listens for standard output from the isolated environ-
ment. If the first line contains the required sequence, then a connection with the application is
established, since it is assumed that at this time the applications are already ready to connect
to each other [22, 23]. All other lines are redirected to the user who requested the execution.
However, the application does not write anything to the sandbox standard input, which pre-
vents applications from running in terminal mode. The following is a simplified source code
of the method for launching an application in an isolated environment and connecting to the
application that is executed:

if (isImageExists) {
try {

Process dockerProcess = docker.run(appDescriptor.container,
appInstanceId, appDescriptor.command, this.args);
System.out.println("==> Connecting to application");
BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(dockerProcess.getInputStream()));
String line = null;
boolean isFirstLine = true;
while ((line = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) {

if (isFirstLine) {
appSocket = new AppSocket(this);
if (appSocket.isConnected())
{
appSocket.setOnCommand(this::onCommandFromContainer);

appSocket.bind();
}
String[] args = {};
appSocket.sendCommand("onStart", args);

ApplicationEvent applicationEvent = new ApplicationEvent();
applicationEvent.eventArgs = args;
applicationEvent.eventName = "onStart";
Gateway.getInstance()

.sendData(packetHeader.reverse,
applicationEvent, new byte[0],
packetHeader.targetId)

.send();
isFirstLine = false;

}
else
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{
response.line = line;

Gateway.getInstance()
.sendData(packetHeader.reverse, response,
new byte[0], packetHeader.targetId)

.send();
}

}
System.out.println("==> App finished his work");
docker.cleanUp(appInstanceId);

}
catch (IOException e)
{

e.printStackTrace();
}

}

After starting the sandbox, applications have access to almost all the capabilities of the end
device on which they run. For example, an application has access to multithreading, RAM and
memory, video memory and video adapter, to the network itself and devices connected to it.
However, at the same time, the application does not have access to the rest of the operating
system, i.e. it cannot receive anything outside its area. It can see the total amount of used
memory, but it cannot see what exactly the memory is occupied. In this case, it is impossible
to access the user’s files.

It is also impossible to get information on connections outside the isolated environment, but
it is possible within the isolated part. In fact, the application works in a virtual area, but without
a virtualization layer and therefore does not have performance limitations in comparison with
conventional virtual machines, but, if necessary, can use any capabilities of the operating sys-
tem. In addition, it is possible to install third-party software, which is subsequently removed
along with the removal of the sandbox and all data that is generated by the application and
which is not stored in distributed memory or another area.

3.4. Applying and testing the system

Research was carried out on a Mac mini. ESP8266 and ESP32 boards were used as devices,
which were connected to a computer using a WiFi network. For testing, a program developed
that calculates the factorial of large numbers (figure 4).

The developed system can be applied wherever there may be any calculations. Using this
system, low-power devices can request heavy computations, which significantly expands the
list of tasks that these devices can solve.
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Figure 4: Comparing calculation speed

4. Conclusions

In this article improved the devices and applications interaction process in distributed systems,
a model of a distributed system is created, and implemented a software protocol to support the
interaction of network devices and applications. Methods of interaction of system parts and
application components are developed.

The security of data transmission and their processing are one of the key in modern systems
and data transmission networks, therefore, the greatest attention is paid to solving this prob-
lem in the process of implementing the system and algorithms of its operation. Application
of the developed encryption and data transmission methods are increasing security of data
transmission due to multi-layer encryption, and the use of an isolated environment makes the
process of executing client applications independent of the host operating system and other
applications that can be launched and can interfere with or intercept data. In the process of
further research, it is planned to expand the capabilities of the system, namely to add sup-
port for graphical applications, parallelize processes on network devices and implement more
functionality for interacting with the system and IoT devices.
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